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Adverse possession: nonpayment of taxes by record owner does not constitute break in continuity of possession requisite for adverse possession 2:254

Covenants:
An enforceable equitable right if reasonable when made and not against public policy 2:256
Grantor entitled to recission of deed to realty upon material breach of covenant for support by covenantor 2:255
Grantor's interest in protecting business sufficient to justify personal restrictive covenant 2:255

Personal covenant enforced in equity against subsequent grantee who takes with notice 1:92
Restrictive covenant enforceable as equitable servitude 2:187

Dower: surviving spouse allowed dower in fee simple defeasible estate terminated by operation of executory devise on husband's death 1:141

Easements:
Erection of sign with reservation to grantor of right of ingress and egress for maintenance and repairs an easement in gross 1:196
State Highway Commission entitled to lower grade of rural road without compensating water company forced to relocate it pipeline 2:258
Where reciprocal (though unrecorded) easement appurtenant created by grant, no need for court to determine whether or not easement of necessity existed 2:258

Intestacy and the surviving spouse 2:94
Joint bank account: insufficient evidence to indicate intent of survivorship 2:259

Lease: extrinsic evidence admitted to indicate intent as to disposition of permanent improvements 2:260

Partition:
Claim of equitable ownership disallowed 2:261
Sale in lieu of partition void for non-compliance with statutory requirements 2:260, 305

When power of court of equity to sell exists 2:261

Prevailing theory of mortgages and deeds of trust in Virginia 1:71
Remainderman's interest accelerated by murder 1:147
Tenancy by the entirety: possible use to defraud creditors 1:138

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Virginia labor legislation (1952) relating to disputes involving public utilities 1:117

RAILROADS
Application of steam signal statute to diesel locomotive 1:152

RECRIMINATION
Versus rule of comparative rectitude in divorce suits 1:122

RESIDENCE
Significance of in state taxation 2:22

RES JUDICATA
Application of in conjunction with full faith and credit to determination of sister state concerning ex parte divorce 2:164

Previous suit in which adverse parties in present suit were defendants held not res judicata 2:278

SALES
Contract of sale: remains executory until certificate of title to automobile delivered to buyer 2:54

Equitable estoppel: recordation of chattel mortgage not constructive notice to good faith purchaser from dealer 2:155, 250

Express warranty:
Applied to ambiguously worded letter of seller because of buyer's definite statement of reliance and seller's corresponding reply and actions 2:251

Fraud and deceit: inspection by vendee precludes recovery under claim of misrepresentation 2:193, 252

Implied warranty: independent dealer liable when employees failed to make reasonable inspection after installation 2:252

Restaurant equipment and fixtures not included within scope of Bulk Sales Act 1:28

SERVICE OF PROCESS
Cannot be collaterally assailed once judgment rendered 2:304
Non-resident witness immune from service of process and his automobile free from service of attachment 2:180, 303

STATUTES
See Automobiles, Negligence
Alcoholic beverages: statutory term "improper person" unconstitutionally vague 2:210
Bastards: Virginia "bastardy act" of 1952 1:183
Grade crossings: speed limit statute 2:17

Gross receipts road tax: does not contravene commerce clause 2:215
Insane persons: requirement of contribution toward state care by those legally liable for their support 1:126

Investment:
Economic consequences of Virginia legal investments statute 1:106
Model prudent-man investment statute 1:116
Motor vehicle safety responsibility act: revocation of driver's license 2:178, 207

Penal: strict interpretation of Virginia penal statutes 1:12

Petroleum tank truck carriers act: lack of provision for appeal does not take away right of appeal as provided by general law 2:317

Unlawful trespass: statute does not infringe upon freedom of speech, press, assembly or worship 1:23

Virginia paint law: a valid exercise of State's police power 2:212

Zoning: petition seeking to restrain granting of zoning ordinance was "presented to court" when jurisdiction of court invoked in accordance with statutory provision which regulates practice respecting motions and orders 2:233, 318

STATUTE OF FRAUDS

Innocent party, precluded from recovery because of statute, granted recovery on theory of implied contract 2:246

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

Extended by death 2:151

Provision excluding time during which wrongful death action, brought within the one year period, is pending applies to voluntary nonsuit. 2:310

TAXATION

City License Taxes:

Occupational license tax on surgeons not applicable to salary earned for teaching surgery and performing surgical operations incidental thereto 2:232

Tax on gross receipts of telephone company "from local telephone exchange service" within city valid as privilege tax 2:215

Clifford regulations: income from trust set up for less than ten years void as violative of due process clause 1:201

County tax on laundry pick-up service constitutes burden on interstate commerce, but tax on local pick-up stations for privilege of doing business does not 2:215

Estate tax: inconsistencies as to property transfers to take effect at or after death, resulting from changes in Section 811-(c) of Internal Revenue Code 1:132

Gross receipts road tax does not contravene commerce clause 2:215

Residence: significance in state taxation 2:22

Tax consequences of contributions to corporations to induce favorable location 1:76

TORTS

See also Automobiles, Evidence, Last Clear Chance, Negligence, Trespass

Burden of Proof: defendant's admission of statutory violation requires reasonable explanation 2:279

Employer liable for willful tort of employee 1:16

False imprisonment: liability for illegal arrest 1:25

Husband and Wife:

Action lies for tort against spouse's property 2:275

Husband not allowed recovery of medical expenses incurred by him when wife permanently injured by third party 1:68

Wife cannot maintain action against husband for personal tort committed by him against her before marriage 1:203

Joinder with contract action allowed where each claim arose out of same general cause of action 1:80
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Joint tort-feasors: covenant not to sue as bar to recovery 1:88
Misrepresentation: inspection by vendee precludes recovery under claim of misrepresentation 2:193, 252
Packaged food: theories of recovery 1:51
Railroads: application of steam signal statute to diesel locomotive 1:152
Surface water: defendant liable for pouring on plaintiff's land 2:269
Wrongful Death:
   Inflexibility of classes of beneficiaries under Virginia statute 2:57
   Not necessary that child have earned money or have present earning capacity for statutory beneficiaries to suffer pecuniary loss 2:267
   Surviving spouse who has deserted decedent and lived in adultery entitled to share in damages 2:268

TRESPASS
Permanent injunction granted to enjoin fisherman from trespassing on land and fishing in river where it passed through the property 2:262
Statute on unlawful trespass does not infringe upon freedom of speech, press, assembly or worship 1:23
Willful or wanton negligence of driver required to establish liability of owner for death of trespassing passenger 2:273

VENUE
See Criminal Law, Procedure

WARRANTY
See Sales

WILLS
Party (decedent's widow) financially interested in case may be called as adverse witness 2:323
Renunciation of will in behalf of incompetent widow 1:206

WITNESSES
See Service of Process

WRONGFUL DEATH
See Evidence, Statute of Limitations, Torts
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